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 The Nebraska Repertory Theatre in partnership with the Johnny Carson School of 
Theatre and Film at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln selected An Act of God to open 
its 50th Season during the 2018-2019 school year. Artistic Director Andy Park chose 2nd 
year graduate student Jill Hibbard as the production’s scenic designer. The show opened 
in the Johnny Carson Studio Theatre which is located in the Lied Center on September 
26, 2018 and closed on October 14 after 14 performances. Graduate faculty named me 
technical director for this production, to fulfil the duties commonly associated with this 
position. The responsibilities of a technical director consist of communicating with the 
majority of individuals involved with a production, engineering scenery, producing build 
drawings, budgeting and ordering materials, maintaining an efficient build schedule, 
producing G-Codes for CNC [Computer Numeric Control] operators, creating a safe 
working environment,  maintaining the scenic designer’s visual aesthetic, creating plans 
for the installation and removal of all scenic pieces to be assembled in a location not 
connected with the shop in which those pieces were produced, and lastly to develop  a 
collaborative personality to ensure the successful creation of a production. 
 This thesis will analyze the execution of my process as the technical director for 
the production from conception through closing while negotiating the confinements of 
time, quality and budgets. Most topics throughout the thesis will discussed as goals: 
whether they were achieved or not, and how efforts to achieve such can be improved. 
Immediately following the conclusion of this thesis is the photo documentation of 
paperwork that will support information presented within the thesis.
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Chapter 1: The Introduction 
 
The creative  team for this production was comprised of Michael Mendelson 
(Director) a professional artistic director whom was brought in from the west coast to be 
a guest director, the aforementioned Jill Hibbard (Scenic Designer),  3rd year graduate 
student Jaime Mancuso (Lighting Designer, completing her Master of Fine Arts thesis on 
this production) , Haley Williams (Costume Designer, a 4th year Graduate student 
likewise completing her thesis on this production), and Emily Callahan (Sound Designer)  
a senior  undergraduate fulfilling her capstone project on this production.1 I received my  
assignment as  technical director for the production in the spring of 2018, and that was 
when my involvement with An Act of God  began.  Since the majority of the design team 
was working towards fulfilling either Thesis or Capstone work with this production, it 
was safe to assume that stress levels would noticeable increase during the process, a 
phenomenon I shall address later when discussing how communication worked or 
struggled to manifest itself throughout the process.  
An Act of God was written by David Javerbaum and was originally produced on 
Broadway at Studio 54, opening on 28 May, 2015. In that premiere production, the 
script’s three characters consisted of God, played by Jim Parsons, the Archangel Michael, 
played by Christopher Fitzgerald and the Archangel Gabriel played by Tim Kazurinsky. 
                                                          
1Senior “capstone projects” in the Carson School are usually assigned or granted to graduating seniors to 
challenge the solution of specific problems or to develop skills not formally addressed in the classroom. 
The project usually calls for the cultivation of practical skills the student might apply in a non-academic 
setting. 
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This play is a stage adaption of David Javerbaum’s satirical 400-page novel titled The 
Last Testament: A Memoir by God published in 2011.  Javerbaum’s comedy An Act of 
God is a profoundly condensed, 90-minute summation of the novel, in which the 
character of God has come down from the heavens to speak directly to the audience about 
what God feels is a better representation of the Ten Commandments. The play is mostly 
done as one large monologue, with God communicating every so often with two assistant 
angels, the aforementioned Michael and Gabriel. God’s commentary is based on 
answering some of deepest queries that haunt mankind, including an emphasis on 
Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual-Transsexual-Queer rights, the United States, and the absurdity 
associated with human interpretations of different moral precepts contained in the Bible. 
Some of the reviews of the first Broadway production of An Act of God mention that God 
marches through a discussion of each new commandment, giving the play a stand-up 
comedy feel, with each bit landing and producing large quantities of guffaws. Although a 
majority of jokes land with the audience, some jokes can feel like they cross certain lines 
which some audience members might consider inappropriate. The original design on 
Broadway was all white and had one stairway leading straight down to a tiny platform 
with a large couch on it.2 Additionally, it had thin white portal pieces shaped like wings 
coming out from the couch.  Every aspect of the scene design was used as a blank canvas 
for the lighting to create emotional responses via color for the audience.  
After a brief description of the Broadway original of An Act of God, this thesis 
will proceed to discuss and evaluate the Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s production and 
                                                          
2see https://www.newsday.com/entertainment/theater/an-act-of-god-with-jim-parsons-review-
irreverent-yet-sweet-1.10480001 
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examine my role as the technical director as well as the goals I had set forth, the 
execution of said goals, an analysis  of any  successful achievement of those goals, and 
how I can improve upon the techniques utilized for the role of technical director. The 
chapters following this portion of the thesis I have broken up into the numerous phases of 
the production process. The process of the technical director starts after the “final” design 
packet has been submitted. The nomenclature of “final,” in this instance, is not that the 
design is 100% complete; it instead connotes the readiness of the designer and the design 
team for the evaluation phase, for which the technical director has principal 
responsibility. This phase attempts to estimate whether or not a design has the capacity to 
realize completion, based on three separate categories. The first of these categories 
contains monetary or budgetary concerns, and for this discussion they will directly relate 
to the costs of all materials the design requires. The numbers must not exceed the budget 
which the production management team and the Nebraska Repertory Theatre have 
established. The second category reflects concerns for the physical nature of the scenic 
elements. Can the scenic pieces exist in reality, or do they resemble that of an Escher3 
drawing and are not physically realizable?   The third and last category during the 
evaluation phase concerns labor and the extent to which unpaid student labor can build, 
transport, install, and realize the design within a set amount of time. All productions have 
a ticking time bomb of a deadline which for every production is opening night 
performance, which is the first time a real audience interacts with the production. “Real,” 
                                                          
3Maurits Cornelis Escher (1898-1972) was a Dutch graphic artist whose mathematically-inspired 
woodcuts, lithographs, and engravings featured “impossible” objects that teased the eye of the onlooker 
into thinking that they really could exist in space. His use of forced perspective, “hyperbolic” geometry, 
and curious renditions of “infinite” symmetry were the subjects of a best-selling book in 1979 titled Gödel, 
Escher, Bach: an Eternal Golden Braid by Douglas Hofstadter. 
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of course, refers to a paying audience, the majority of whom have had no involvement in 
the process of producing the show and are the first accurate response to a production. The 
goal of any production, but specifically for this thesis, is to provide the audience with a 
visually enjoyable evening on top of executing the design team’s vision of the play set 
before the audience.  
In the following chapter I will begin with the evaluation phase. The original 
design concept of a heavenly talk show environment set in the clouds I will evaluate, 
based on the design packet submitted. The scenic design packet included with the first 
submission contained nine plates which graduate student Jill Hibbard created. She was 
concomitantly learning the art and craft of stage design craft and developing her own 
style of visual communication. 
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Chapter 2: Planning / Budgeting 
 
This chapter will discuss how I interacted with the multiple design packets 
provided after the design team completed meetings necessary for their respective 
responsibilities, such as lighting, sound, and costuming. The goal I set for myself was to 
meet every design challenge head on and not be the sort of technical director who 
avoided a challenging situation by saying, “That’s just not possible” if a certain element 
proved problematic.  After evaluating the design packet, I knew that I was granted a 
budget of $4,500 for this production and my goal was to consummate as many of the 
aesthetic obligations as I could for this design and attempt to finish the production based 
within established budgetary constraints. This phase contained a lot of evaluation and a 
large portion of estimation, based on time, talent, and quality.  
On 16 April 2018 I received the “Final” design packet. I then began to scan 
through each page of the packet and get a rough idea of where the design was headed 
prior to jumping into and dissecting each plate. This juncture is where I began writing 
down questions about each scenic unit provided in the drafting packet. These questions 
also included clarifications on scenic units that would be unclear in certain drafting 
scenarios. I began to analyze each plate based on material choices the designer stipulated, 
or materials I believed could accomplish the designer’s aesthetic. At first glance I saw 
that a large portion of specialty materials were irregular to common scenic construction. I 
created a list of such materials I would need to search for online which would fall under 
my own defined umbrella of being cheap and effective. Finding multiple vendors was the 
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goal when looking for materials, though a deep examination of the Menards4 database 
was a primary undertaking.  Menards happens to be the Carson School’s main vendor of 
construction materials, so it was imperative to see if their online catalogue contained 
materials we could deploy towards the aesthetic of the “Final” design. 
 I proceeded to break down scenic types in the initial design. The set 
included six layers of tiled platforming that were 6” by 24” embedded into each of the 
lids with a 1/16” deep and 1/4” wide grout line. Each of these platforming layers were to 
stack on top of the previous layer, increasing the overall height by 6” for every stack.  
That procedure brought the top height of the platforms to 36”. Another aspect of each 
platform design was 6” cantilevered overhangs on each edge; the overhangs were to 
allow lights to be located underneath to create a glow, giving the appearance of floating. 
The entire set of platforming painted white (with a hint of grey marbling in some places) 
appearing to float in space accentuated the “majestic” impression of a heavenly palace.   
The next major scenic element was a set of platforms we began to call the 
“Marble Floating Stairs.”  These pieces were 2” thick and largely unsupported except for 
each corner, which had 3” diameter plexiglass legs attempting to lift each step as they 
increase in height 6” up towards the “Heavens.” These stairs also boasted a greyish 
marbling effect. The last major scenic element before dressing the set with minor scenic 
elements were to be the three cloud portals. These portals were to be covered from top to 
bottom in what looked to be thick fluffy clouds ranging from 1’ to 3’ in depth. Each 
portal was to creep towards and encroach upon the platforming to create a feeling that the 
                                                          
4https://www.menards.com 
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stage had been thrust through the clouds. The last minor details in the scenic packet were 
escape platforms and stairs to allow for actor’s upstage entrances and exits onto the 
playing space. A subdeck allowed us to mount all of the scenic elements, because 
attaching anything to the battleship linoleum floor in any way shape or form the Lied 
Center strictly forbids. There was also to be a rear projection screen intended to be the 
cynosure of the show, since as the script requires some form of large-scale reveal of each 
commandment. God refers to these new commandments throughout the entire show. The 
aesthetic that ties all of these scenic elements together is one that is entirely white and 
clean, almost like that of a surgical theatre:  very sterile, with crisp and clean edges to 
show the salubrious heavenly concept, with no hint of Old Testament holiness, 
omniscience, or salvation.  
After Looking through each element of the show I began to look for the 
challenges in each one which would in turn might raise the cost of materials to 
accomplish said challenges. The platforms provided a few budgetary demands worth 
noting. The 6” unsupported cantilevered overhang would also need a costly solution. 
First, I needed to discover a way to create a 2” thick object that would cover the 6” span. 
I used this opportunity to head down to the scene shop and attach some scraps together to 
try a few different tests. I knew that laminating materials together might possibly give the 
design idea a fighting chance. I decided to glue together two pieces of ¾” plywood with 
grains going the opposite direction to create a thicker scaled plywood with the same 
properties that the veneers of common plywood provide. The next step was to laminate a 
piece of ¾” medium-density fiberboard (MDF) to the top of the double stacked plywood. 
This MDF would provide a surface we could be tile, as well as providing a very clean 
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surface to be painted white and continue the crispness which scenic designer Jill Hibbard 
had in mind. This test allowed me to walk out on top of this laminated surface as it 
spanned the 6” overhang the set design required.  
This mock-up proved to be successful, which then informed the engineering of 
each platform and provided solid budgetary data for quantities of materials I might 
purchase.  The large quantity of sheet goods, however, would in turn substantially raise 
the prices for each platform. The other large cost (though not in monetary terms but 
rather in time required) would be in labor. The labor it required to laminate each lid for 
the large square footage of the set would be immense, due to the time needed to spread 
glue efficiently on every sheet and allow it to dry and take hold. The last big-time 
expenditure for the platforms would come in the form of utilizing the computer numeric 
control (CNC) machine to cut the grout lines for all of the tiles into the lids. I then created 
a mock-up in the computer program Fusion360, which would allow for the creation of G-
code [Computer generated language] which would in turn tell the CNC how to cut the 
tiles out. This computerized manipulation of data gave me a rough idea on how long it 
would take to cut each tiled 49”x97” sheet of MDF with the CNC and helped me 
establish the labor hours in total for this scenic element. Fusion360 has a simulation 
mode that allows the user to double check and watch the cut path as well as the x, y and z 
axis for each cut. It also allows the user to have an estimation of how long each cut will 
take. After creating the mock-up and watching the sped-up simulation, I discovered that 
each sheet would take roughly one whole hour to cut. With a total of 50 sheets to cut, 
fifty hours of straight labor were required for one human CNC operator to produce all of 
the required sheets.  That 50-hour operation would actually require more than 50 hours, 
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because removing sheets and prepping the next cut would amount to at least five more 
hours. With all of this information, and knowing that the framing for each platform would 
consist of 2x4 lumber stock, I estimated that the platforms alone would cost about 
$5,194.24 in materials and would require about 382 labor hours to accomplish. This 
figure included the included the CNC portion as well as the laminating and framing labor 
on the platforms. These numbers would be reflected in the budgeting work book which I 
will cover later. 
The next step was to figure out the challenge of the marble floating stairs and 
assessing the unsupported nature of the aforementioned overhangs. I began by thinking 
about stressed skin platforms and how they hold their shape.5 While the solution for the 
marble floating stairs did not include a stressed skin structure, it was the stepping off 
point for the decisions made on this scenic unit. The thinness of each platform led to 
thinking of utilizing steel for the frames to the forefront of the stage, solving the 
unsupported span. Wood framing at such a thin size could never cover and support stress 
placed upon the span. I needed to use a smaller-sized square steel tube than I had 
previously used in constructions methods because of the necessary lid of MDF that 
needed to be applied to the frame to reach the maximum goal of 2” thickness. The 
structure I thus employed  was  ¾”  MDF for the lid, ¾”  square steel tubing for the frame 
and  ½” MDF for the base, incasing the whole shape to allow for the marble to wrap the 
entire form. The Lucite plexiglass legs also needed to sit into the frame of each slab, so I 
provided  ¼” flat stock of steel in the frame so that the legs were not putting any pressure 
                                                          
5 “Stressed skin platforms” feature a top ply that absorbs most of the bending stresses in the platforms, 
while the lumber underneath the stressed skin, with grain running perpendicular to the top ply, absorbs 
shearing stresses. 
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on the MDF lids. This provision kept the structure from peeling itself apart as people 
(mostly God) walked on it. After deciding on the structure and engineering of the frames 
I calculated the quantity of materials I needed to accomplish the entire set of marble 
floating stairs.  The Lucite plexiglass legs were quite expensive and really increased the 
cost of this scenic unit, along with the welding required from one person’s labor. The 
materials for this scenic unit came out to cost $1,592.27 and the labor totaled 61 hours. I 
was also concerned about whether the structure would hold up, because I had never built 
something quite like this set of platforms. I wanted to trust the engineering of what I was 
building, yet I planned a return to this concern while also devoting substantial time and 
energy just thinking about it.  
The last complicated scenic element that involved a lot more head scratching were 
the cloud portals. Designer Jill Hibbard wanted these portals to have a three-dimensional 
fluffiness as they enveloped the stage. The design team had discussions about pouring 
light through the backside of them to create a gentle glow. When it came to engineering 
these clouds, I started with an idea that I had seen successfully executed at a regional 
theatre in Kansas City, and that idea was attaching a fluffy material to a large piece of 
fabric via a tagging gun. I had only seen the idea from afar however, so I began by 
piecing together bits of techniques the Kansas City crew had used and attempted to 
recreate a similar concept. I found a supplier where we could buy bulk cotton, yet it 
wound up not being the exact desired look. From then I went on to utilizing Amazon.com 
to buy a pair of cheap tagging guns. Once I had those pieces covered, I proceeded to 
calculate the total square footage of fabric I would need to cover the portals’ desired area 
and called up Rose Brand, which claims to be the largest vendor of theatrical fabrics in 
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the United States, “with the fastest turnaround in the industry.”6 . I inquired of them what 
sort of cost we might expect. I was most concerned for this scenic element due to the 
problem of textures the designer wanted, and the fact that I had no real tangible 
experience creating a form like the designed concept required. So, after taking a leap of 
faith, I finished up the calculations of the cloud costs, coming in at $4492 with an 
estimated labor cost of 238 hours.  
After handling the three largest elements of the scenic design, I finished up 
costing the loose ends of the escape stairs and the subdeck materials required. I requested 
a quote from Rose Brand for a large 20’x14’ Rear projection screen which came in at 
around $2000. This quote did not make it to me in time for my first budgeting meeting, in 
which I informed the designer and our advisors of budget estimation. After a week with 
the designer’s packet we met up for a budget meeting on 23 April 2018. In that meeting 
we discussed a total estimate that hovered around $12,106, an amount which exceeded 
the planned budget by $8000 and required roughly 799 hours. That figure exceeded our 
labor time budget by about 413 hours. The group began discussing what options we could 
change but still achieve the same aesthetic. We made multiple changes, including 
changing the 6” cantilevered edge on all the platforms and brought it down to a small 2” 
overhang that could still hide rope light, but it would not need three layers of sheet goods 
to accomplish. This cut the cost of the platforms down immensely. The group discussed 
changing the engineering of the clouds to be a multitude of ideas, everything from 
wooden frames to steel frames to chicken wire to utilizing a trash cyclorama and scrim 
that our theatre has in stock. All of these ideas generated cost estimates in respective 
                                                          
6https://www.rosebrand.com  
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renditions that followed this meeting. We also agreed to change the plexiglass legs to be 
buffed mechanical tubing which would still provide a “majestic” feel for the marble 
floating stairs but would not cost nearly as much as would each plexiglass leg. This 
adjustment also gave my engineering confidence a bump due to my lack of trust in the 
plexiglass legs supporting the platforms.  
The next few days consisted of engineering the cloud portals in multiple different 
iterations to see how they could affect the costs and then adjusting the budget estimation 
paperwork.  By 24 April the design team and I had reworked the estimates, chipping 
away at the aesthetic of the show in serious attempts to lower the cost of materials 
necessary to build the show.  As version 5.0 of the budget estimation paperwork came to 
fruition, we began to see an accomplishable scenic design. The scene shop received a 
donation of some old painted drops that I could use to alleviate costs for the cloud 
portals.  We reduced the size of the marble stairs to lower costs further, and we 
condensed the number of tiled platforms to create the same effect. While we had slimmed 
down the scenic design quite a lot in terms of material, we maintained the aesthetic, while 
the labor and the material costs were very close to our budget number.  
I believed that building and loading in the set was feasible, but both operations 
would require a high level of attention to detail. During the last week of April, I 
engineered as much of the show as I could during that week, due to the fact that the 
semester was quickly coming to an end and I would be leaving for summer work. The 
summer would be the next hurdle to jump over, for I would be taking three and a half 
months off, far away from the Act of God design. I needed my notes to be much more 
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specific than was my usual custom, because I would need to understand what I had been 
thinking during the estimation process.  
During the summer I attempted to chip away at the drafting portion of my build 
packet so that when I returned in August, I would have some sort of paperwork for the 
shop carpenters to build. I also wanted to utilize skills I learned during the summer to 
elevate the quality of work I wanted to produce for this thesis production. For instance, I 
learned another technique on how to organize layers in my AutoCAD show files which 
included numerical and material values. This technique allowed for a quicker navigation 
of the three-dimensional objects I planned to produce with AutoCAD. Better navigation 
permitting the isolation specific objects and allowed an ease in the selection of objects 
which otherwise might be buried behind multiple layers of other objects. After returning 
from the summer on 12 August, I hit the ground running due to the limited amount of 
time before the scheduled opening of An Act of God.  I produced the scene shop’s first set 
of plates to build. I created a quick piece of paperwork that listed my shop goals for the 
week (which included daily goals as well), which led to sending out the first material 
order. During this first week back, I had finished a build calendar which gave the shop 
staff a road map on what my goals and expectations were as far as which units were on 
the way to floor and which units were necessary to paint. This calendar helped keep a 
very tight labor pool on task (for the most part) until we discovered some setbacks later 
on in the process.   
A surprise discovery during the first week back in August involved the steel 
prices and how those effected my estimation from three months earlier.  After three 
months away, the imposition of tariffs drove the cost of steel up in price by roughly 
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150%. This price increase gave me a quick challenge of how to trim down certain aspects 
of the scenic engineering with regard to steel. I was able to reduce steel usage in some 
locations for the design by switching certain legs into 2x4 stud walls, which in any case 
the cloud portals would mask. The scenic designer and I collaborated to find areas within 
the design that we could hide 2x4 materials to replace the steel. This kind of collaboration 
was the tone throughout the majority of the production process. Whenever a challenge 
popped up, we communicated in a way that solving the challenge was always the goal. 
 Throughout the estimation process and even as the build began, I continued to 
revise budget estimations due to unavoidable price hikes. My goal remained, however, 
the search for as many possible solutions before giving up on an idea or concept. There 
were a few times that tiny scenic elements popped into the design packets or later 
iterations would come up in casual conversations. Those casual conversations taught me 
that I should take even more specific notes than I had already been trying to maintain. 
Keeping some sort of tiny pad of paper on my person helped with the efficiency of my 
estimation. The budget paperwork has a lengthy section for notes about process and for 
changes that occurred during the slimming down period. Having another area or type of 
paperwork that gathered extraneous thoughts during a week was something that would 
clean up the already low number of miscommunications. During this budget process I 
gained a level of confidence in my budget estimation workbook, since I had never used it 
to the fullest extent. The workbook allowed for quick updates and allowed for an easy 
way to communicate with a designer. Having multiple ways of delivering pieces of 
information in the estimation book gave designer Hibbard a fuller picture as we moved 
through the scenic changes. The budget book gave the designer a graph and percentile 
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next to unit costs which allow her to understand better how bulky a certain unit might be, 
since all people understand information differently. A fuller understanding of unit costs 
involved in the build process gives everyone concerned the information needed when 
making the most educated choices when slimming down designs. 
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Chapter 3: The Build Process 
 
 Build began for this production on 14 August 2018. Throughout the build process 
my goals were always to supply enough information and communicate in many formats 
so that if any situation popped up when I had to leave the shop floor, the scene shop 
could still move forward without losing any large quantities of time.  Labor costs I briefly 
discussed in the preceding chapter, but in this chapter, I will consider the topic of labor in 
depth. Throughout the build process I practiced different types of written communication, 
including daily work goals, which is a form of paperwork I used either to start tasks or 
finish them as efficiently as I could. These daily work goals doubled as a way to keep 
track of progress throughout the week. The other two forms of communication consisted 
of the build calendar, the goal of which was twofold: keeping the shop staff on pace to 
meet goals, and delivering a bigger picture to both student carpenters and student painters 
about when the scenery should approach completion. Shop build drafting’s were another 
form of communication. These drafting’s were the bread and butter of the technical 
director’s communication with carpenters. They contain build plates with accurate 
information about correct ways of building, use of proper materials and methods, and 
links the end destinations, which were the scenic elements themselves.  The drafting’s 
enable a student carpenters to understand what part of the process they are creating. The 
usual procedural goal with build drawings is the use of completed packet as a kind of 
road map: the technical director can go over the entirety of the drawings with the student 
carpenters at the start of build. With this production I had run out of time to complete a 
full packet. This absence meant I was responsible producing drafting’s at a pace that 
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parallels the build schedule. In order to have work for the carpenters and other students I 
needed to produce enough drafting’s for each build day on the day previous. In addition 
to producing drawings at an uncomfortable pace, I had to build alongside the students 
while leading the process. If questions arose or any miscommunication occurred, I had to 
be ready with an answer.  I had to solve each problem on the spot and then offer ways to 
proceed, mindful of not wasting any more time than was absolutely necessary. The first 
time I had to be out of the shop for the majority of the build came when I had to oversee 
the CNC aspect of this build.  I had to serve as operator of the machine, confined to the 
basement, watching the machine operate and cut everything that I had coded. This hurdle 
of being the operator meant that I would need to trust my assistant technical director, 
undergraduate Colin Falk and my master carpenter, undergraduate Karen Husband to 
have a solid understanding of what my expectations and thoughts were. They needed, in 
my absence, to lead the shop staff and students in order to complete my goals. This trust 
did not come easy, because I like physically to see and be involved with my goals and 
expectations in order to develop a thorough understanding of the numerous tasks carried 
out simultaneously. I was forced to trust in my communication with these two individuals 
which was, I hoped, provide them with opportunities for growth and maturity. Each day 
before shop I would meet and discuss with Colin Falk for a half hour (at his request) in 
order for him to grasp a full understanding of what my goals were and how to accomplish 
them. After this meeting I left the shop with my daily work goals and discussed with 
Karen Husband what I desired to have accomplished. I would then depart for the 
basement and begin operating the CNC. All of these types of different types 
communication and moments of discussion became the build’s foundation, creating an 
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environment in which I could more easily deal with the unknowns that loomed ahead of 
us.  
 The first week of build normally involves the Technical Direction graduate 
students alone, who this year included the new first year graduate student Austin Elledge 
and me, since third year graduate student Michael Strickland remained at his summer 
work until September 9th. With this build process I wanted to create a viable culture in 
which I ordered materials on Tuesdays and Thursdays, a pattern which in my mind 
established a protocol for the shop supervisor to buy lumber and any other materials. 
Once the first load of lumber arrived, we began the process of building platforms. By 
attempting to keep the material orders consistent, the habit of maintaining a build plan 
multiple day in advance materialized, enabling us to see what tasks were coming down 
the pipeline. Such a view helped maintain pacing of the build in the shop, and it returned 
solid evidence of how work in the shop was, or was not, proceeding.  Since only Austin 
was in the shop during that first week of the semester, we built the wooden frames which 
supported most of the platforms. This aspect of the work I could have postponed until 
most of the undergraduates arrived; it would have been an easy task for them to 
accomplish once they started their shop hours.  I had, however, estimated that the later 
steps involved with these platforms would take too long for us to wait for the 
undergraduates to begin work. The work Austin and I did that first week allowed the 
paint crews to begin back painting the frames sooner rather than giving them more time 
at the end of the build. Since I had to teach them basic painting techniques, getting the 
frames done early was a good idea. There would be a lot of painting for this production, 
so building the platforms early allowed us to label the platforms according to placement. 
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The labels required very specific instructions for placement to avoid subsequent 
confusion and miscommunication. Anyone who picked up the frame later in the process 
to finish covering and building each platform needed to have explicit information. The 
other reason for specific labeling was that the CNC could produce only one lid at a time 
for each frame, due to the tiled technique and aesthetic we were to apply to the platform. 
With each tiled piece already cut it was not a matter of simply printing the same tiled 
pattern over and over. Each tiled pattern varied according to the frame to which we 
attached it, so specific labeling was absolutely imperative. Throughout this build multiple 
scenic elements had to be built in phases, which meant that the organization of the work 
had to reflect a kind of industrial accuracy.  True, we were not operating at tolerances of 
inches, the way an industrial die maker did.  But we needed as much accuracy as possible 
for the shop operate at maximum efficiency. Throughout this first week of build I also 
attempted to remain cognizant of updated design packets as they changed. Such 
cognizance required me to keep better notes from random small conversations with the 
designer, so that I could cross reference any changes with discussions we had previously 
held.  This cross-referencing method also helped everyone to catch small edits and 
provide a more informed data base on which to ask questions during subsequent 
production meetings. 
 The following week, steel arrived. Its arrival allowed the shop to start on the 
marble floating stairs, and I could deal with my first begin concern which involved the 
deflection of these large frames. I had our shop supervisor, Nathaniel Rose, start with the 
largest frame so that I could begin doing some tests on the scenic unit as soon as possible 
to allow for as much time to solve whatever problems might arise from the tests. The 
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largest step in the marble stairs scenic unit was a piece measuring 4’ wide and 8’ long, 
but only 2” thick. There was originally support for the step with 3” diameter mechanical 
tubing legs but only on its outside corners. The frame would be made of ¾” box steel and 
then skinned with ¾” MDF, and an underbelly of ½” MDF. The MDF allowed for the 
marble technique to be painted more effectively due to the lack of grain and smooth 
surface that the MDF provides. Once Nathaniel Rose was finished welding together the 
first frame, I began doing some deflection tests and they revealed the first major setback 
in our process. The term “deflection” means “give” in modern parlance; we did not want 
any feeling of “give” on any part of the marble stairs unit. With the initial plan for how 
theses frames would be skinned, I discovered a deflection of ¾” of an inch at center.  
While I was certain that these frames would not rip themselves apart, the aesthetic of God 
walking down a spongy set of stairs would not make a good impression. It might also 
alarm the actress playing God. The natural reaction to sponginess of anyone descending a 
flight of stairs is feeling somewhat unsafe. I then attempted to test multiple solutions on 
how I could reduce the deflection with what I had, using the frames I had, all while trying 
to maintain the original look I had. These tests included the addition of various sizes of 
plywood sheeting into the combination and laminating them with the MDF layers to steel, 
then allowing for the paint treatment to work effectively. After adding two more sheets of 
¾” plywood into the mix of ¾” MDF and the frame, we finally got to a place of only 
having a small ¼” of deflection at the very middle. While this amount of deflection could 
be tolerable, we had increased the overall thickness of the step by 1” which gave us an 
aesthetic of 3” platform with a 3” leg underneath it. It also created a step that weighed 
roughly 300 pounds. That weight became a substantial concern when it came to loading 
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in for the show, not to mention simply getting it on the truck and transporting it to the 
Johnny Carson Theatre. I was also concerned with how the aesthetic would change.  I 
gathered my thoughts on this situation I prepared myself to discuss it with the designer, 
Jill Hibbard.  
We discussed my concerns of the aesthetic changes that would occur with making 
the changes to the structure that would allow for it be so large and unsupported.  
Throughout our conversations the idea of adding a center leg emerged. A center leg 
might ease the platform thickness concern while simultaneously lessening the weight 
load from about 300 pounds to one which our student workers could more easily manage. 
Our student workers possessed only average amounts of physical strength, yet they 
needed not only to lift and move the unit through the shop but also handle it during the 
load-in process. The solution of adding a leg to the centers of the front and back of these 
platforms was an easy task to implement, but it created a new challenge.  The steel price 
increase over the summer meant I wouldn’t be able to afford and buy a new stick of 3” 
diameter mechanical tubing for the implementation of additional legs. I thus had to figure 
out another way to utilize pre-existing amounts of material to accomplish the new 
solution for these platforms. The solution I landed upon was as follows: instead of 
sending the steel legs all the way to the ground in some instances, I would land them on 
stud walls. That technique reinforced certain areas of the platform, allowing it to handle 
the weight of the steel legs. Any additional stud walls the clouds could mask, because the 
stud walls were integrated into the portals. So, with a few minor changes to the way that 
the frames were constructed, the project was back in action and it only set us back a few 
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days in labor time. But this temporary setback stifled the flow of construction in the shop. 
It also placed additional stress on student labor to accomplish assigned tasks.  
 The CNC Machine aspect of this build was the cause of several dilemmas 
throughout the build process, due to some predictable aspects and some that were 
unexpected. Since each MDF sheet was estimated to require roughly an hour to cut all of 
the grooves for the tile aesthetic in the floor, the entire “tiling” process went slowly into 
integration with the build schedule. We could cut only a few sheets within a day of labor. 
The other side of “tiling’s” hour to cut was due to the pattern of the tiles and how that 
pattern interacted with the sheet count. We did not have a clear notion of how much 
material was required to cover the sheer area of space; in other words, the tiling pattern 
was not easily repeatable in the drafting and G-Code sense. I thus could not create the 
same code for all of the panels and simply repeat all of the cuts for this project. That 
dilemma indicated that I my responsibility now included not only drafting the plates for 
the build to continue, but also to manage over 60 G-Codes for the CNC to proceed as 
well. This unanticipated complication became a strain on my own time, because there 
were not enough hours in the days leading up to opening in which the student carpenters 
could build what I had cut as the CNC operator. One advantage of this situation, 
however, was that while sitting with the CNC I could utilize that time to create more G-
codes to be able to cut the following sheets as each completed. Before actually getting 
into the flow of being able to proceed in an efficient way though I had to deal with a few 
hiccups during the early process of cutting the sheets. It set my schedule back, but not my 
plans for effectiveness. These hiccups included minor G-Code errors which resulted a 
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necessary deepening re-cut of a material batch I had previously coded, which distracted 
my attention to detail.  
A few cutting bits broke early due to my attempt to try new techniques with the 
CNC, which robbed time from my already tight schedule. Then we discovered that the air 
compressor connected to all of the pneumatic tools in the shop (as well as the CNC) has a 
governor on its output valve which can shut all operations down after excessive use. This 
air compressor downtime happened during the middle of my large push to accomplish 
cutting multiple sheets in one day. I then lost a day of labor with the CNC when a crew 
from University Facilities came out to examine the compressor to see if they could fix it. 
They indeed were successful in repairing the compressor, cutting was back on track the 
following day. The other benefit to spending multiple hours a day working on the code 
was the opportunity to accelerate the machine’s function new code. When we reached the 
end of our use of the CNC machine, I had cut the time needed to cut sheets by 50%, 
which made up for a lot of ground I had lost earlier. By spending this time with the CNC, 
I not only made handfuls of mistakes in my coding but I also grew to be a more 
knowledgeable coder. As each sheet was finished the student carpenters from upstairs 
came down and collect a sheet, then attach it to the frames we had constructed during the 
first week of build. That increased efficiency allowed for paint application to begin 
almost as soon as each platform was completed.  
The painters and scenic charge had fallen behind schedule, which was an 
unanticipated side effect of cutting sheets more efficiently: they didn’t have enough 
student labor showing up, and their progress fell behind.  They could not keep pace with 
the increased timing by which each platform was completed and delivered. 
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 The largest hurdle and learning experience of the entire build process came with 
installing the three large cloud portals for the design. The engineering for each portal was 
very similar. I had student carpenters sew together old painted drops as well as one portal 
with a base level together with old, discarded scrim. Each of these drops measured 
roughly 40’ wide and 20’ tall; after they were sewn, I had the carpenters cut away 
openings in the center to allow for that circular effect desired with the clouds. We turned 
these large pieces of fabric over to the undergraduate paint crew, who unfortunately took 
a lot more time than estimated.  The lack of space in which they had to work militated 
against them, as did the quantity of white paint necessary to cover up all of the original 
old painted images on each drop.  
We experienced a major setback when cotton batting worth $900 finally arrived—
but the color did not synch up with the perceived color published on the website, nor was 
the website’s description of the color accurate. The natural cotton batting was yellow and 
dirty in material, which was opposite of the clean white aesthetic needed to remain 
throughout this production. As the panic seeped into my soul, I needed to find an 
alternative quickly. We began by testing if any form of paint, spray or roll on, would 
have any effect on the batting. We also began a frantic search on the internet for 
something that could actually work for my engineering as well as the desired aesthetic. 
We finally landed on a bulk warehouse Connected to Joann’s Fabrics that offered bulk 
deals for 20-pound boxes of polyester-fill fiber that was extremely white, along with 
some 90” sheets of buffalo batting in common use among quilters.  Getting $900 worth of 
the wrong material was a substantial learning experience, so I immediately had our shop 
supervisor Nathaniel Rose go out and get a sample of these new materials to make 
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absolutely sure they not only function correctly but also looked extremely white. Once 
we had settled on this material as an alternative to the unacceptable yellowed cotton 
batting, we proceeded to order the new batch of this material, which involved 200 pounds 
of Poly-fil (the registered trademark of polyester fiberfill, normally used to stuff pillows 
and toy animals).7 I tied to wrap my head around how much 200 pounds of this material 
would actually be. I then moved to return the cotton batting to try and heal up the huge 
budgetary hit that this small mistake caused. While we would get back the $900 from the 
batting, we took a huge hit on having to ship a pallet back. We were, in effect, recovering 
$600 towards our budget. This setback, however, opened a new opportunity for 
collaboration as well as its own new sets of challenges. Waiting for the material to arrive 
meant this project was going to be the very last project executed before loading in, which 
meant no more time nor opportunities for mistakes. It also meant that when lighting 
designer Jaimie Mancuso, approached me about adding a new effect, I now had some 
time (albeit a tiny slice of time) to consider her suggestion.   
More than halfway through the build of the entire show she asked if the cloud 
portals could be covered in LED lights for a glow effect within the clouds. The challenge 
was that the cloud portals were already engineered and I could change little about them 
except to add in new structure.  There was really only one option when it came to 
integrating the LED lights into the portals, and that was to sew them on by hand. My time 
constraints on remaining prepared and ready for load meant I could offer up roughly a 
                                                          
7Poly-fil is a registered trademark of the Fairfield World, a company founded in 1940 which 
makes a wide variety of battings, fills, and numerous polystyrene products. https: 
fairfieldworld.com. 
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week for her and the student lighting crew to accomplish such a task. Since she had 
decided on adding roughly 600 LED lights so late in the process, the change posed quite 
an undertaking for the student electricians. I also had to be firm about the time allotted 
for the project, since the student build crew had an extremely large undertaking in 
covering all the with clouds by hand. So, during the time it took for the material to ship, 
student electricians worked tirelessly to achieve the goal of sewing 600 LED lights by 
hand to three very large drops. And when the Poly-fil arrived, I somehow mustered some 
patience and understanding. Instead of starting right away on the Poly-fil, I allowed the 
student lighting crew one more day to finish their project. I knew they had spent multiple 
16-hour days already to get as far as they did. Yet the build crew needed a fighting 
chance to complete these projects as well. 
 Once the student carpenters got back to finishing the cloud drops, it became a 
sprint to the finish line. I had them cover each painted drop with the buffalo batting to 
diffuse lights as well as give a better grip to the batting when we went to attach it later. 
The added side effect of adding those LED lights, however, was the necessity of cutting 
600 holes to allow for the light to shine through the batting correctly. Once this was 
accomplished, we then used two tagging guns, meant for tagging clothes in a store, and 
about 20 bottles of Spray77,8 which is an aerosol adhesive we used to coat each drop with 
the 200 pounds of poly-fil that arrived. Spray77 provided the nice added bonus of 
                                                          
8 Spray 77 is a product of the Minnesota Mining and Milling Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota. The 
company describes it was a "multipurpose spray adhesive for a variety of applications to bond lightweight 
materials. It is transparent and dries quickly. Its permanent bond provides quick results and is easily 
dispensed from spray containers under moderate pressure.” https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/company-
us/all-3m-products/~/3M-Super-77-Multipurpose. 
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remaining clean while working on all aspects of these clouds.  Once these cloud drops 
complete, we then prepared them for load-in and rolled them up like giant fluffy burritos.  
 The last obstacle which was a collaborative undertaking between the master 
electrician, graduate student Adam Jezl-Sikorski and me, as we tackled the projector 
problem for this show. Early on in the production process this problem had been removed 
from our responsibilities, and there was hope that someone else could resolve it. Half-
way through build, however, it returned to our hands like a boomerang. The challenge 
was that Jill Hibbard’s design requested a rear projector and projection screen that filled a 
24’ wide and 12’ tall space, with only 10’ of throw from the backstage area. After talking 
with staff electrician Kathy Turner, we began to see what we could utilize to make the 
throw. I have no experience with projectors and neither did Adam, so we leaned on one 
another to try and solve this dilemma. Adam handled researching types of lenses and how 
those throws could work; I contacted several friends in the industry on how they have 
solved this sort of problem before, in an attempt to find multiple ways to engage this 
conundrum. My friend Joseph Brooks IV, who is a stage manager at the Atlanta 
Symphony Orchestra, led us to a calculator that would allow us to adjust and test 
different throws for Panasonic projectors; This effort eventually helped us decide what 
lens was necessary. I also had an in-depth conversation with Andy Hammond, who works 
at the University of Southern Indiana in Evansville, on a technique that involves using 
mirrors in conjunction with a projector to create a large image using multiple angles and 
mirrors. Adam and I began testing throws and finding mirrors to see how close we could 
get to the end goal with projectors we already had in-house. I had contacted the 
aforementioned Rose Brand supply house to discuss cheap projection screens that were 
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alternative to plastic screens that were often quite expensive. After all of our tests and all 
of our research and a lot of help from the production management team, we found a 
solution that was a big change from the intended design. We found that we could only 
make the throw from the front of the screen, which meant we needed to hide the projector 
behind the first cloud portal. We found that Rose Brand had a cheap 24’ wide and 12’ 
screen, and it was a nice white fabric that played well with the rest of the scenic elements. 
The only alteration to the scenery required lowering the top of the cloud portal to cover 
the projector as it hung in the air from the sightlines of all the seats.  
 This build phase was a good practice for juggling a lot of challenging areas and 
dealing with the stress that occurred with said juggling. Having to balance the G-Coding 
with maintain drafting to be built in the shop as well as solving the projector problems, 
on top of my daily classwork, made this a very stressful experience for me. But as the 
stress began to mount and it seemed as if everything was crashing around me, my advisor 
Mitchell L. Critel, came down to the basement near the CNC where I was working and 
helped me calm down and off the proverbial ledge. His sage advice allowed me to keep 
working steadily rather than freezing up. The entire show was built and ready to be 
loaded in the truck before load-in, which was a very proud moment for me when I 
considered how hard the student carpenters and the scenic team worked to accomplish the 
high quality, we all sought.  They provided the steady pace and drive to finish this build 
process. The next aspect was to load it all in and see if all the hard work and effort had 
paid off.  
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Chapter 4: Load-in at The Carson 
 
 The load-in process for the scenic elements would begin on Monday the 17th of 
September, and the electrics would begin their portion of load-in on the Sunday prior to 
that date. In order for both groups to be prepared for this load-in, we all sat down on the 
Thursday the 13th to discuss the needs of both departments to try and create a smooth 
transition for both groups, since both departments needed to transgress each other’s 
traditional boundaries.  For example, the lights in the cloud portals and the chandelier 
placement had been a joint activity, as had been dealing with the projector. The Carson 
theatre grid is a pipe and truss system that is connected to one another and encompasses 
the entire space. It can only come down to loading height as a single unit. But this unit 
allows for each department to connect pipes and move them wherever they may be 
necessary for the requirements of the production. The discussion started off with each 
department’s needs for pipes, because since the electricians would be loading in first. To 
make the first attempt easier for everyone, I was invited to be involved with part of their 
load-in so I could make sure that my pipes were located exactly where I had planned for 
them to be. I also informed electrics that I created a 10’ by 10’ soft-goods piece of fabric 
that would have all of the chandelier center points depicted on the fabric. This fabric 
allowed student electricians to lay it down in the space and be able to hang each 
chandelier utilizing a laser level to find all the hang points correctly. This method worked 
effectively from what I was told about the electrics load-in. The electrics load-in ended 
when they left the grid lowered, allowing us to start our scenic load-in. 
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 The next step before loading in the production was to prep the paperwork 
necessary, allowing the carpenters to complete their tasks efficiently. The load-in 
schedule had changed during the production process, to allow the lighting department to 
have a more effective time in the space when focus and cueing took place. This change 
meant that the scenic load-in schedule had two twelve-hour days for all of the scenery. 
With the amount of scenery and its weight, this two-day space of time was already tight. 
Then we lost the majority of student carpenters and crew to their morning and afternoon 
classes. We needed thoroughly to re-think the load-in. To begin plotting the time out 
effectively, I created a soft list of the order of operations, noting which scenery item 
needed to be loaded in and what scenery couldn’t be installed until a previous unit was in 
place. After completing this soft list, I started to orchestrate the order in which units that 
would take up the majority of the space on the truck.  Then I juggled how much scenery 
we could have siting in the metaphorical wings, waiting to be installed. Once all of the 
order of operation decisions were made on the truck load and Carson installation, I 
created a scenic checklist to hand off to  master  carpenter Karen Husband, which she 
went  through in detail and double checked whether all of the scenic elements were 
completed and that all components of each unit were prepared and organized in a way 
that would allow us to hit the ground running on the following Monday. 
 The scenic load-in began with the most ponderous scenic pieces, namely the giant 
cloud portals, folded up like the aforementioned fluffy burritos. We gathered all of the 
student carpenters around and shoved these giant drops into our freight elevator and 
managed to force them into the truck, taking care not to sever the LED lights sewn into 
them. All three drops went over to the Carson, because they were also the drops needing 
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the grid to fly them out. The drops hung like a typical soft covered drop and unfolded 
decently well. The only snafu with loading these portals in came in the form of fluffy 
cloud droppings that would pop off in tiny chunks. Luckily those droppings would be 
utilized later in the process after gathering them from the floor. After each load-in step 
that followed, we faced the added complication of keeping a pearly white set clean. This 
emphasis on whiteness meant that students wore boot covers and applied scenic blankets 
during load-in to protect the initial look we had achieved. The next step was to split the 
student carpenters into two groups, some of whom returned to load the truck and while 
others remained to lay down the upstage subdeck. This maneuver was only necessary for 
the escape platforms of the set, but the tricky part about starting with the clouds up in the 
air was that everyone had to navigate around each portal as crews brought them in and 
moved around scenery. That caution seemed like the lesser of two evils when it came to 
dealing with the different levels of all the 6” platforms.  
We started with the lowest platforms and plotted the points in the space to land 
them correctly, since I had engineered these lower platforms with coffin locks to allow 
quick mounting of them together. Maintaining a reasonable pace of load-in was a 
paramount concern. As platforms were loaded in, I had another team adding legs to each 
of the next levels which would keep the pace going and no one would have to wait for 
their next task with each team leap frogging.  We fortunately had enough time during the 
build process fully to install the platforms in our shop as a test fit, which meant that there 
were no surprises when we actually got to loading it in the space. The only trouble with 
the platforms was that they were quite heavy. Loading in multiple 8’ by 8’ sections 
eventually took a toll on the carpenters. To my pleasant surprise, however, the entire 
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crew loaded in more scenery on that first day than I had expected, because we finished up 
the Monday load-in installing the marble floating stairs, which had never been installed 
before. They had remained a huge question mark in my mind: how would they interact 
with one another and the lower platforms? In a single moment I was both terrified and 
relieved to see that the stairs had been installed and worked correctly. Then I witnessed 
my advisor already using them to walk up and down. The largest note of the day came in 
the form of squeaks and clanks of the scenic elements rubbing against one another and 
this would persist through tech which I will discuss in the next chapter.  
 The second day of load-in suffered from the class schedule of all of the students, 
but since we had accomplished such a large push on the installation phase during the 
previous day, we could take the hit of limited labor. I gave the shop supervisor Nathaniel 
Rose tasks that he could handle on his own while the rest of the student labor pool 
handled our class schedule. These tasks involved installing all of the marble facing on the 
platforms and installing the projector so that we could begin testing the angles later in the 
day. Once the crew was back to full force, we all proceeded to finish the installation with 
simple tasks such as installing escape platforms and hanging the projection screen. We 
ended up with a masking flat problem that involved some quick cutting down of stock 
platforms to fit within a 20’ mark, but once we executed this cut, everything moved quite 
smoothly after we installed the masking walls. The student electricians helped install the 
rope lights underneath all of the platforms, which also allowed them to moved forward 
with testing those sorts of practical lights in the space sooner. As the Tuesday load-in 
came to a close, I felt satisfied enough that we could accomplish the handful of tiny notes 
that I had gathered during the load-in process.  
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 The last things to happen throughout the week during collaborative load-in time 
was loading in the risers once the lighting department had focused. Everyone’s favorite 
task of using hair picks to fluff every square foot of the cloud portals took quite a long 
time and ended up continuing into the tech schedule. It was a simple enough task that did 
not necessarily need much light or could be handled in silence.  Students finished this 
task time allowed. In conclusion, the load-in phase went relatively smooth with only 
some minor problems, because a few additional pieces were added to the design. They 
included adding more fluff to the projection screen to diffuse projected light and to give it 
more clouded sightline aesthetic. 
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Chapter 5: The Technical Rehearsal Process 
 
 As I sat down for the technical rehearsals, I began to notice how 
prominent the creaks and squeaks of the set became. These noises appeared when set 
material edges rubbed together when an actor, of which there were only three, strode 
across the stage. These sounds became the bane of my existence.  I became more and 
more aware of and sensitive to them, while other departments focused on their own 
aspects of the show. I found myself marking down blocking of the actors so that when I 
had time to do so, I could accurately identify each area with in an attempt to silence 
noises that echoed through silences during performances. Each day between rehearsals 
provided opportunities to catch and limit noises within the set, and I began by adding 
shims to multiple areas of framing and lids to limit the amount of movement within each 
unit. We also explored using butcher paper in some locations that were not so easily 
accessible with shims, and each day the sounds became less and less prominent. It took a 
lot of time to find every squeak and creak, but by the first preview these noises subsided 
in the higher volume of sound effects and the actors’ voices. While I remained 
hypersensitive to the minor noises emitted from the set, the rest of the design team could 
no longer hear them, and their experience told me the audience would not hear them, 
either.  
The rest of the tech process was simple and all it needed was the addition of 
tweaking the cloud fluff to make it look just right and cover up the necessary sightlines, 
cleaning up light leaks, and installing small quality of life fixes such as hand rails. Since I 
had only corrections in dealing with cloud fluff and platform squeaks, I made myself 
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useful to other departments and the production as a whole. One day during the tech 
process of the last sequence, I noticed an inadequate amount of fog for the final moment.  
That inadequacy a smaller fog moment for the initial moment of the show as well. I 
jumped into action and offered some solutions on how we could change the fog effect to 
provide the most impact for the moment. Once the brainstorming started with the group, 
we began testing different locations and different techniques. We landed on utilizing 
some platforms that elevated where the fogger was position and then threw in a crew 
member with a piece of cardboard waving it like he was fanning an ancient pharaoh. 
With the addition of these two corrections, the effect plumed into the storm of fog that 
the director and the designers had envisioned for these significant moments at the 
beginning and the end of the performance.  
With the closure of each task I was able to sit and enjoy the technical process. I 
realized more fully every other department’s hard work that went into this production. I 
found myself getting drawn into the actor’s performance and laughing quite vocally as 
the jokes of the production washed over me in the house. I laughed so much that the lead 
actress thanked me for laughing, because as we all know it is quite difficult to tell the 
same jokes to an almost empty room of designer focused on the aesthetic and less on the 
content of the performance. As opening night approached, we gathered up all of the tech 
tables and proceeded to replace all of the seats needed to accommodate the audience.  We 
swept every corner of the space and made sure that no fluff had travelled too far from its 
cloud source and counted up our 171 chairs and prepared to deliver our production to the 
audience. 
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Chapter 6: The Performance and its Audience 
 
The production came in at roughly 90 minutes in run time with no intermission, a 
nice easy journey for the audiences. They were treated to an enjoyable evening of laughs 
and it seemed that the Lincoln Journal Star and the Daily Nebraskan felt the same way. 
As I scanned through their reviews of the show, I was proud to see that both reviewers 
gave kudos to the technical side of this production as well. The entire team with each 
department and all of the students who worked on this production did their best to 
produce the quality of work expected with this opening production of the 50th season for 
the Nebraska Repertory Theatre. Not only did the production provide some self-
reflection, but to many audience members it allowed them to laugh, which is always a 
worthwhile reaction to comedy. The Lincoln Journal Star stated that the Jill Hibbard’s 
scenic design was “overwhelmingly effective” in all of its heavenly talk about the show’s 
aesthetic. This simple phrase made it clear that all of the effort put into this production 
was worth it, as the audience sat in awe before the opening moments of the show. I had 
watched multiple couples even go right up next to the cloud portal to inspect them, which 
tells me that the scenic elements effected the audience so much that they wanted to 
engage with the set.  
The other aspect that I felt went smoothly and was quite successful was that the 
only correction we needed to address during the run of the show was an odd Poly-fil 
cloud fluff which started to dangle or even fall off in some small locations. I had given 
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the stage management team a stick with a hair pick taped to it, a tool that allowed them to 
puncture and grab small poly-fil dangles that seemed out of place. Large chunks of fluff 
never fell down, and the small dangling pieces they could always be pushed back into 
different locations. They tied down effectively in a lower cloud, they pooled at the 
bottom of each cloud. It was likewise pleasing that the set never required any full-blown 
checkups and it never got another critique about squeaks or creaks. It was a good two 
weeks. 
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Chapter 7: The Closure of Strike 
 
Striking a show is always an interesting event because it involves much more than 
just taking the set down in reverse order.  Multiple departments work at the same time 
within the same area, rather than following a schedule of one department and then 
another department. Yet these strikes are simple in one sense:  we were completely to 
reset the Lied’s Carson Theatre original configuration within four hours, whereas it took 
a weeks’ worth of labor to install it top to bottom. The strike period for An Act of God 
commenced on Sunday, 14 October, just following the matinee performance of the 
production. Due to a miscommunication between assistant technical director Colin Falk, I 
had to assume the task of creating a strike plan and paper work the Friday prior to 
Sunday’s strike. While this development posed a quick turn around on the plan-creating 
side of things, I got the opportunity of creating paperwork that I had yet to have in my 
back pocket. I had worked under multiple different technical directors who created strike 
paperwork differently, some of which simply listed tasks required.  Other lists broke 
down the work into groups, while still others attempted to estimate all the tasks required 
and how long each task should take. Using this information, I wanted to take the different 
aspects of each method that I liked the most and try to compile my own form of 
spreadsheet, just to see if it were useful for this strike. I also wanted to know if it could 
end up being a type of spreadsheet in my repertoire that I could build on or use in the 
future. I started by dividing up all students into groups, nominating someone I trusted as a 
leader for each group. Once I had my groupings in worthwhile configurations, I created 
an order of operations which assigned each group a viable task.  I also created a sub 
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group to handle the pre-lowered grid and the lower grid. Within these tasks I notated 
whether each element moved to the truck for storage in our Scene shop or directed to end 
up in the dumpster specially ordered for the strike. This notation limited the amount of 
questions from workers on whether or not something was to be saved or not, which 
allowed them move quicker in safety, comfort, and ease. I notated important pieces of 
information for everyone to be aware of, such as nothing being allowed to roll through 
the lobby or that the cloud drops would be saved so that the electricians can collect their 
LED strips later in the week. Once I finalized the paperwork the only thing left to do was 
to accomplish the strike. 
When Sunday came and strike started, I gathered the graduate students whom I 
believed to be the leaders in each of their groupings and went over my strike plan with 
them and handed them my spreadsheets. This “general orders” procedure allowed them 
time to ask questions about anything that seemed confusing.  The general orders got all of 
us on the same page. It also authorized my leaders more effectively to guide their small 
platoons.  I then addressed the whole group together and gave them my speech on who to 
approach for information about tasks and what the big picture and goal was for everyone.  
We then started and everyone moved efficaciously, which told me that the 
paperwork was working well enough to accomplish the goal of scenic removal. I still had 
to bounce around groups and put out small non- literal fires, because the groups routinely 
met minor road blocks. We had a small road block when a traffic jam formed at the 
dumpster. That was understandable since undergraduates often have difficulty learning 
how to have spatial awareness when loading a dumpster and avoid wasting its space. I 
helped where I could by communicating with the dumpster squad how far certain aspects 
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of scenic elements needed to be broken down, and informing them of ways they could 
maneuver scenery that wouldn’t block the path for the truck loaders. The dumpster sat 
between the theatre and the truck space in the dock. The end of strike came at the three-
and-a-half-hour mark which meant that the working pace was very effective. I was 
extremely proud of how hard everyone worked and how focused each group was. We 
closed the truck up with the last of our tools and sent a small removal squad back to our 
scene shop with the box truck which this small group was to empty. Once they finished 
with that task, they returned to the Carson Theatre and everyone joined in with the 
electrics department to strike every instrument.  I encouraged each of my leaders to assist 
anywhere they could be most useful and anywhere they could help guide students new to 
the strike environment. We finished packing the truck one last time with all of the 
electrics equipment and sent the entire strike crew back to finish unpacking the truck. It 
was a moment, seeing the entire department coming together to finish the strike. It was 
also a nice experience to motivate and help guide each student through this strike, 
because it confirmed the importance of effective communication.  
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Chapter 8: Reconciling the Budget 
 
  As stated earlier in this thesis, the scenic material production budget for 
An Act of God was $4,500. I had estimated at the start of this process that all of the 
materials in addition to a 9% contingency equaling $400.50 that the estimation would 
total $4,570.74. As stated in chapter 2, I had come to this monetary value at the seventh 
iteration of estimations, when I lowered my contingency from 10% down to 9%. This 
contingency was not one I had felt comfortable initiating but at the beginning of the 
process I trusted that my engineering would not change drastically enough throughout the 
process that lowering the contingency could end up in a satisfactory way. The material 
orders I sent through the shop supervisor, the aforementioned Nathaniel Rose. In order to 
maintain a rough understanding of how the production was sitting budgetarily throughout 
the process, I have Nathaniel deliver copies of the receipt to a tray in the graduate office, 
would allow for easy receipt tracking as the numbers were plugged into a tracking book 
that I had created prior to this production. The busier I was during the process meant that 
had put off recording receipts until tech week occurred when I could sit with my 
computer and work on budget housekeeping. Even with the massive increase in steel 
costs and having to pay to ship back and return the pallet of cotton, the budget for this 
production landed only at $236.40 over budget, which put the total at $4,736.40. While 
this budgeting error didn’t sit well with me, I used it as a learning experience and took 
pride in the fact that five months after the initial costing lead me to miss the mark by 
roughly $165, which in the grand scheme of budgeting and how far removed I was, is not 
severely egregious. 
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Chapter 9: The Conclusion 
 
 This production of An Act of God and my part as the Technical Director 
represented a culmination of everything I have learned during my time as a Graduate 
student candidate with the University of Nebraska. This production served as the first full 
blown experience of responsibilities for the role of technical director, which meant I put a 
lot of stress on myself to do everything right. That self-induced stress may have been 
unhealthy. By being given these responsibilities, I was able to put into practice the skills I 
have been training for as well as learn what skills I could improve upon.  Even with the 
stress, I learned that my actual physical limits were not infinite.  
When it came to preparations of draftings, and coding, and planning, I learned 
whom I could trust and to whom I could delegate certain tasks, while still maintaining the 
quality in which those tasks were accomplished. I learned a large lesson when it came to 
the idea of always ordering a sample from a company to make certain that what I was buy 
was what I actually wanted. Throughout the entirety of this process I received the chance 
to practice communicating with multiple types of personalities which gave me confidence 
in how I communicated with individuals as well as grounded my ideals of what proper 
communication can accomplish. On the flip side of communication, I practiced and 
learned how not to let everything get under my skin and that some things just have to be 
out of my control in order to maintain a quality of control over the things that I could 
control. In terms of communication, I am extremely thankful to my advisor, Mitchell L. 
Critel, for always being accessible for discussion of any topic throughout the production 
process that I needed to work through.  
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 I am proud of all the individuals involved with producing this production and 
their commitment to the quality I had envisioned and towards which I strove.  I gained 
the ability to trust the carpenters and team efforts in a way that I had never previously 
attempted, which will benefit me in the future as that trust and confidence grows. I 
admire the ability to adapt that the team was able to display as one problem after another 
surfaced during the process. I learned how to access the wealth of knowledge my 
colleagues here at the university and in the field of theatre hold. This thesis production 
strengthened my drafting capabilities as well as gave me a direction for improvement. I 
am enormously thankful that the Johnny Carson School has a high caliber Laguna CNC 
for which I was able to grow tremendously as I practiced and created codes to produce 
actual physical cuts for this production. I have a new appreciation for load-in planning 
and strike planning and how to balance a controlled schedule with one that allows for 
interpretation and adaptation. I can now analyze and assess my skills and personal 
interactions better, thanks to this thesis production and that will be the most important 
analysis moving forward through my career. 
 This opportunity from the University of Nebraska and the Johnny Carson School 
of theatre & Film to work on this Nebraska Repertory production has given me a jumping 
off point when it comes to who I want to be as a Technical Director. In addition, this 
graduate program and this thesis production at the University of Nebraska has given me 
the tools to develop on my own and further the required skills in my chosen career path 
as well as pursue ongoing self-training. 
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Appendix A:  Designer’s Materials 
 
Scenic Designer’s Rendering 
 
Scenic Designer’s Model 
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Scenic Designer’s Ground plan 
 
Scenic Designer’s Elevation & Section 
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Appendix B: Budgeting Paperwork 
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Receipt Tracking 
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Appendix C: Scheduling Documentation 
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Load-In Schedule 
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Strike Schedule 
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Appendix D:  Technical Drafting Plates 
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Appendix E: Process Photo Documentation 
 
AutoCAD 3-Dimensional drafting 
 
Platform frame 
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CNC tiled lids 
 
Pre-Bolted platforms 
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Lids applied to frames 
 
Platforms painted white 
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DS Cloud portal receive fluff 
 
US Cloud portal receive fluff 
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Load-In at The Carson 
 
Load-In at The Carson 
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Cloud portals receive additional fluff 
 
Projection test 
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Platform glow test 
 
Scenery prepped for first audience 
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Appendix F: Finalized Production Photo Documentation 
 
Production photography – An Act of God 
 
Production photography – An Act of God 
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Production photography – An Act of God 
 
Production photography – An Act of God 
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Production photography – An Act of God 
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Production photography – An Act of God 
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Production photography – An Act of God 
 
Production photography – An Act of God 
